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The Billionaire's Counterfeit GirlfriendThe Billionaire's Counterfeit Girlfriend

Curvaceous beauty Hilary Rosenberg doesn't believe in love. She only goes out with nice guys who won't expect

passionate romance--until a notorious womanizer demands she repay a favor with four weeks of counterfeit dates.

Billionaire playboy Mark Pryce doesn't do relationships. In fact, he's never been with the same woman for more than

three months. But when his matchmaking mother tries to sabotage his bachelorhood, he needs a stand-in girlfriend

to deflect her. Luckily, Hilary owes him. But as they start to spend more time together, he finds himself wanting to

break his first rule: never get too close...

The Billionaire's Inconvenient ObsessionThe Billionaire's Inconvenient Obsession

Deep in debt and stalked by a deadly conman, Jane Connolly needs a job and a safe place to stay. With no one to turn

to in an unfamiliar city, she can't refuse the kindness of a magnetic stranger.

A former mixed martial arts fighter, billionaire Iain Pryce couldn't walk away from a small town girl in a big city,
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especially when it's obvious she's in trouble. But her sweet spirit threatens the single principle he's been living under

for the past thirteen years: don't lose control...

The Billionaire's Secret WifeThe Billionaire's Secret Wife

Having grown up in a dysfunctional family, Vanessa Pryce knows the futility of relying on a man for happiness. But

there is one man who makes her want to ignore the truth: the irresistible Justin Sterling, her no-strings boyfriend

since their college days together. Even after they break up, she continues to meet him for passionate encounters

while keeping the relationship secret. No need to make public something that's doomed.

Billionaire tycoon Justin Sterling understands Vanessa's fears. But he's about to change the game they've been

playing... Because when one drunken night of sex leads to pregnancy, he's going to move heaven and earth to rewrite

their rules.
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